


1.  **  A bandaged donut waits for the right moment to unravel.



2.  *** This torn rabbit is in shambles, yet off ers to open your bottle.



3.  *   Easily twisted out of a cigarillo wrapper.



4.  *** Caught unplugged while carving an acorn-fed pig.



5.  **  Salt water taff y stretched from a honey dippin’ yoni.



I imagine at least 3 ways of seeing THINGS @ FACT.

1. ArtSense: In a controlled environment in FACT, a visitor would look through 
an iPad at 10 printed THINGS drawings while plugged into a GSR biosensing 
apparatus. The Viewer will be asked to try to make sense of the images and 
accompanying captions (heard on headphones) whilst their senses are monitored 
and recorded. Depending on the viewer’s level of engagement with each drawing, 
the augmented reality overlay that appears on the iPad will range from simple to 
complex. The augment will adapt to the viewer’s interest level.

2. Public AR viewing in and around FACT: As viewers familiarize themselves with 
the THINGS drawings displayed on gallery walls at FACT and/or by looking thru 
the printed THINGS catalog, one may choose favorite drawings to enter into, us-
ing Layar on their smart phone. One gains access to each drawing’s AR environ-
ment by scanning the drawing or its associated stamped icon. One should carry 
around the THINGS catalog to use like a bird watching field guide, as well as, 
keep an eye out for stamped THINGS icons on walls.

3. Community pARticipation: Tattoo and graffiti enthusiasts may borrow or pur-
chase rubber stamps and temporary tattoos @ FACT to spread their favARite THING 
by stamping it in locations where they would like others to see THINGS as they 
saw them. I am keen on tapping into the local graffiti and tattoo community by 
encouraging tagging on existing graffiti hotspots or people’s bodies in Liver-
pool. Other locations for stamping could include bathroom stalls, a tree, or a 
friend’s back door or face.



The above images show the physical elements used to augment the experience of I Must Be Seeing 
THINGS @ FACT. A printed catalog of THINGS, rubber stamps & ink, stamped cards and/or tickets, tem-
porary tattoos for kids, and the original THINGS pencil drawings. Most of the above items would be 
available for purchase or ‘sign-out’ lending @ FACT.







This page displays an example of 
how a person enters into an AR en-
vironment of THING #36. After rec-
ognizing a stamp on my house, one 
scans it with their phone or iPad 
using Layar Vision at which point 
one can read info about it and 
view a large-scale AR translation 
of THING #36 circling above. 

The example to the right shows 
THING #36 in a transparent state 
at a huge scale flying above the 
viewer. As I develop each of the 
69 individual THINGS in AR, I will 
imbue each THING with unique qual-
ities such as scale, opacity, and 
motion. Some may even have built-
in triggers that link the user to 
FACT and ArtSense info, underwater 
sea life, psychological research 
tools, nearby graffiti hotspots, 
and tattoo parlors.






